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Investigating into segmentation methods for diagnosis of respiratory diseases using adventitious respiratory sounds

Liqun Wu and Ling Li

Abstract—Respiratory condition has received a great amount of attention nowadays since respiratory diseases recently become the globally leading causes of death. Traditionally, stethoscope is applied in early diagnosis but it requires clinician with extensive training experience to provide accurate diagnosis. Accordingly, a subjective and fast diagnosing solution of respiratory diseases is highly demanded. Adventitious respiratory sounds (ARSs), such as crackle, are mainly concerned during diagnosis since they are indication of various respiratory diseases. Therefore, the characteristics of crackle are informative and valuable regarding to develop a computerised approach for pathology-based diagnosis. In this work, we propose a framework combining random forest classifier and Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) method focusing on a multi-classification task of identifying subjects in 6 respiratory conditions (healthy, bronchiectasis, bronchiolitis, COPD, pneumonia and URTI). Specifically, 14 combinations of respiratory sound segments were compared and we found segmentation plays an important role in classifying different respiratory conditions. The classifier with best performance (accuracy = 0.88, precision = 0.91, recall = 0.87, specificity = 0.91, F1-score = 0.81) was trained with features extracted from the combination of early inspiratory phase and entire inspiratory phase. To our best knowledge, we are the first to address the challenging multi-classification problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are over 400 million people being affected or dying from various respiratory diseases every year including COPD, asthma, lung cancer and etc [1]–[3]. Diagnosing of respiratory sounds is crucial for early prevention of respiratory diseases. Respiratory sounds reflect the condition of respiratory system as they are primarily generated by the turbulent and vorticose airflow through the trachea-bronchial tree. ARSs are usually expected from respiratory diseases affected subjects due to changes happened within the lung tissue and position of secretions within the trachea-bronchial tree [4]. Crackles, one of these, is discontinue, explosive and non-musical sound superimposed in normal respiratory sound [5]. Crackles can be further categorised into two groups, early and late inspiratory crackle, based on the timing of start and the period carried on. A example of early and late inspiratory crackle were illustrated using phonopneumography as shown in Figure 1 [6]. It was revealed that an early inspiratory crackle takes place shortly after the beginning of inspiration and does not carry on beyond the first half of inspiration phase. In contrast, a late inspiratory crackles continues into second half of inhalation but may start at any time. Moreover, the timing of start of a crackle is highly correlated to subjects’ respiratory condition. Specifically, early inspiratory crackle usually happens in patients with airway obstruction including chronic bronchitis, asthma and emphdema. While patients with lung defection, such as pneumonia, asbesstosis and fibrosing alveolitis, are often encounter late inspiratory crackle [6].

Fig. 1. Phonopneumogram of (top) RC containing early inspiratory crackles and (bottom) RC containing late inspiratory crackles [6]

Most previous research focuses on the detection of abnormal respiratory sounds including cough, crackle and wheeze [7]–[9]. However, due to the artifacts caused by heart beat, ambient and body motion involved respiratory sound, it is still challenging to develop computerised solutions to recognise adventitious sounds. Research focus has recently shifted to the development of automatic diagnosis in pathology level. Some recent work suggested approaches using various kinds of deep neural network for pathology based classification task. A wavelet transformation based approach was developed to identify the severity of asthma using fully connected neural network [10]. It has been demonstrated that by taking advantage of dominating features in sound analysis, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) as inputs in convolutional neural network and recurrent neural can classify subjects with three respiratory conditions [11], [12]. [13] not only focuses on differentiating adventitious sounds but also proposed an approach to classify subjects into healthy and sick class.

The major contribution of this work is to suggest a machine learning framework to firstly address the multi-classification problem of identifying subjects in 6 respiratory conditions. The diagram of the proposed framework is shown as Figure 2. It also presents a domain knowledge informed approach for feature extraction. In section II, we describe the dataset selected for the development and demonstrate the...
steps of preprocessing and features extraction. In section III we discussed the experimental results and findings. Finally, conclusions of the work and future plan are included in section IV.
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**Fig. 2. The structure of classification system**

### II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### A. Data preparation

The dataset employed in this study is a respiratory sound collection originally developed for the competition of developing an automatic solution to detect ARSs held at International Conference on Biomedical and Health Information (ICBHI) 2017 [14]. The dataset contains a total of 5.5 hours of audio recordings including 6898 cycles collected from 126 participants with 8 respiratory conditions. There are 7 body locations and 3 recording devices being utilised in data acquisition. Annotations of respiratory cycles (RCs), respiratory condition of subject and label of respiratory sound are also provided by domain experts as ground truth. The original dataset is tailored to only preserve the respiratory cycles containing crackle to match the focus of this work. Table I presents the demographic insight of the original and modified dataset.

#### B. Preprocessing

1) **Resampling**: To reduce the size of signal processed and overcome the difference of sampling frequency among the acquisition equipment, each RC was firstly resampled at 4kHz.

2) **Segmentation**: A balanced inspiratory phase (IP) expiratory phase (EP) was assumed within a RC. Therefore, IP and EP are defined as the first and second half of a RC, respectively. Similarly, early inspiratory phase (EIP) and late inspiratory phase (LIP) are the first half and second half of an IP, respectively. Eventually, four segments are produced from a RC including EIP, LIP, IP and RC for the use of next steps.

3) **Band-pass filter**: Each segment was filtered by a 12th order band-pass filter with a targeted frequency range of 120-1800Hz. It removed artifacts caused by heart beat, ambient and body motion and only preserved the primary frequency components of crackles.

4) **Hamming window**: Hamming window was applied to each segment to prevent frequency leakage.

5) **Empirical Mode Decomposition**: EMD is highly recommended for the analysis of non-linear and non-stationary signal, such as respiratory sound, in previous studies [9], [15], [16]. EMD decomposes a signal into a set of sub-band signal components, also known as intrinsic mode functions (IMF), based on an iterative process and a set of evaluation criteria. Only the first three IMFs of each segment are retained for feature extraction in next stage. The results of applying above steps to a RC containing crackles collected from a subject with URTI is shown as Figure 3.

#### C. Feature extraction and classification

Each of the three IMFs from a segment was considered for feature extraction. A set of time domain and time-frequency domain features were taken into account including root mean square, maximum upper envelop amplitude, mean instantaneous frequency. Additionally, a number of widely used spectral features including centroid, bandwidth, flatness and rolloff were considered and their statistical variations including standard deviation, mean, median, maximum and minimum were also computed. Lastly, the mean of each of the first 13 MFCCs were derived. Totally, there were 36 features generated from an IMF. The features extracted from 4 respiratory phases (EIP, LIP, IP and RC) were then assembled as multiple feature vectors based on various experiment settings which are discussed in next section. The feature vectors were eventually be utilised to train a number of random forest classifiers.

#### D. Performance criteria

The modified dataset was next divided into 70% for training and 30% for test as shown in Table I. The performance
of each of the classifiers was measured against the test set based on the following criteria:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} \tag{4}
\]

\[
F1 - \text{score} = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} \tag{5}
\]

where TP is the number of true positive events, FP is the number of false positive events, TN is the number of true negative event and FN is the false negative events. Each of the classifier was evaluated and compared on macro averaged accuracy, precision, recall, specificity and F1-score.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The primary goal of this study was to explore the combination of respiratory phases for feature extraction which provided optimal overall classification performance in pathology level. Totally, 15 classifier were trained using features established from a set of combinations of respiratory phases. The detailed settings and results of each of the classifiers are presented in Table II.

A. Comparison of the 4 classifiers trained using features extracted from only one respiratory phase

It is widely applied that only using features extracted from RC in developing classification solutions. The characteristics contained in any particular respiratory phase within a RC were overlooked. This part of experiment was designed to explore if the classifiers trained with any specific respiratory phase have better performance than with RC. The results indicated that using EIP (0.66 in F1-score) and IP (0.59 in F1-score) in training classifiers provided better classification performance than using RC (0.54 in F1-score). However, it is interesting that the classifier performed the worst (0.37 in F1-score) was trained using features extracted from LIP.

B. Comparison of the 8 classifiers trained using features extracted from RC combining additional phase(s)

Since using either EIP or IP in training a classifier has improved performance than using RC, it is valuable to consider the impact of utilising additional phases(s) in conjunction with RC. According to the performance of classifier 4, 7, 9 and 10, EIP, LIP and IP had relatively equivalent improvement in term of F1-score (F1-score of classifier 4, 7, 9, 10 are 0.54, 0.6, 0.61 and 0.63). Furthermore, similar impact was also observed when comparing classifier trained with features extracted from two or three additional segments (F1-score of classifier 4, 13, 14 and 15 are 0.54, 0.61, 0.6 and 0.63). Therefore, it can be concluded that utilising additional phase(s) can result in approximately 6-9% improvement in F1-score.

C. Discuss of the classifier with overall best performance

Classifier 6 was trained using features extracted from EIP and IP which obtained the best performance (0.88 in accuracy, 0.91 in precision, 0.87 in recall, 0.97 in specificity and 0.87 in F1-score). It outperformed classifier 11 which was the second best classifier with a significant improvement (0.12 in accuracy, 0.06 in precision, 0.2 in recall, 0.03 in specificity and 0.17 in F1-score). The prediction results for each class of classifier 6 are presented in Table III. As presented in Table IV, it is shown that all RC samples collected
from subjects with bronchiectasis, COPD and URTI were recognised. However, URTI class had the relatively most false positive events resulting only 0.6 precision. Importantly, the non-healthy class RC samples did not happen to be misclassified into healthy class.

### TABLE III

**DETAIL PERFORMANCE OF CLASSIFIER 6 WHICH WAS TRAINED USING FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM EIP AND IP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respiratory condition</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bronchiectasis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchio.</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URTI</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV

**CONFUSION MATRIX OF CLASSIFIER 6 WHICH WAS TRAINED USING FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM EIP AND IP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual class</th>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>Bronchie.</th>
<th>Bronchio.</th>
<th>COPD.</th>
<th>H.</th>
<th>P.</th>
<th>URTI.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bronchie.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchio.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URTI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work suggests a domain knowledge informed framework to tackle the challenging problem of identifying subjects in 6 respiratory conditions. A significant improvement of classification performance was achieved by utilising a combination of EIP and IP in feature extraction. It shows the importance of considering proved clinic findings in developing computerised solution. However, it was assumed that every RC has an even proportion of IP and EP. Thus, the most crucial work considered for the future is to develop an algorithm to objectively segment IP and EP from a RC and finally achieve phase dependent feature extraction. Importantly, it is worth to apply dimension reduction approach to reduce the total number of features used. Lastly, future work will also focus on exploring a wide range of classifiers, such as support vector machine and various kind of deep neural networks.
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